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VILLA BARAGIOLA 
Masnago, via Caracciolo 46 

 

VILLA 

The big property was built from Andrea Bustelli, asweidsh lawyer and a swedish advisor, that purchased 

some lands with blocks from three different owners, exponents of noble families in 1804 with properties 

in Masnago. 

In 1844 the conspicuous inheritance passed into the hands of Marietta Bustelli, nephew of Andrea, 

married with Giovanni Gaspare Nessi, that widened to Masnago a land patrimony,overcoming 320 poles. 

Marietta, died in 1876, left all in inheritance to Andrew Baragiola, nephew of the his second husband 

Giovanni Baragiola, wealthy milan banker, member of a family of the small nobility of Como. The 

inheritance, constituted by numerous agricultural grounds, vineyards, lawns and wooded areas, included 

only  agricultural houses. 

The villa was probably built around 1892, dedicated by Andrew Baragiola to  his wife Emma Ranzini, a 

singer who he knew in Café Chantant. 

With a big passion for horse-racing, in 1896 Andrew Baragiola offered the possibility to the Society of 

Varese for the Runs of the Horses to build a racecourse estende to the area currently occupied from the 

Stadium Ossola, for around 70 thousand square meters, following the project of the milan engineer Giulio 

Valerio, and this Stadium became one of the most important Italian racecourses. 

To Andrea Baragiola’s death,in 1899, happened during a hunting accident in Venegono, the ownership 

passed  to his wife Emma that completed the work of renovation and amplification of the villa. 

Died the widow Baragiola, in 1925, the ownership was purchased by Giacomo Tedeschi that denominated 

the villa "Alessandra" in honor of his wife, entrusting the engineer Alfredo Speroni to bring various 

changes to the building. Around thirties it was also built in the garden a small cabin in wood. 



 

Tedeschi sold the racecourse in 1935 to the Common of Varese and in 1941 decided to sell a part of the 

property  to build a smaller seminar connected to that of Venegono Inferiore, purchased in 1951 by the 

Seminar Arcivescovile,in Milan. The building was widened with an additional floor and with the 

construction of a new wing for the pupils. 

In 2001 the complex was purchased by the Common of Varese, that opened the park to the public. 

 

THE PARK 

The more interesting part of the complex it is surely the park, that adjusts him to the laws of the romantic 

english garden, enriched by the presence of statues and gazebo and characterized by numerous exotic 

kinds of trees, among which they stand out  a monumental giant redwood,an unusual variety of beech 

trees and centenary duglasie. 

Near to the villa was also found an artificial lake that was also practicable from boats, buried , during the 

time with the construction of the seminar. 

On the north side of the park, leaned out on Sacro Monte, there are a lot of autochtonous kinds of trees  

they as the red oak tree,common oak tree and the white hornbeam. 
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